REKINDLED CANDLE CAPER

Bet you can get a blown-out candle to relight itself!

THE SETUP
This is a fire trick. Do it over aluminum foil to catch the drips. And ask a grown-up to supervise.
Light two large candles. Hold them sideways with one flame about an inch and a half above the other. Blow out the lower flame. Hold the candles steady. The lower candle now will relight itself without any help from you.

INSIDE INFORMATION
This trick won’t wait long, so be quick with the candles! When the lower flame is blown out, the hot gases continue to rise as smoke from the extinguished wick. When these gases reach the upper flame, they act as a wick. The flame burns down the gases and relights the lower candle.
The fire now has the three ingredients it needs to continue burning: fuel, oxygen, and the kindling point.